Examples of the added value for the different potential users

This document provides you with several practical examples in order to illustrate for what kind of
people and organizations DRC Database is useful. This does not mean that all possible potential users
have been mentioned.

Legal counselors professional football clubs
Legal counselors of clubs have to be aware of all legal issues related to international football law.
DRC Database will be a perfect tool in order to gain this knowledge. The relevant knowledge will help
the legal counselors, for example with procedures before the FIFA DRC and CAS, but it also contains
relevant information that can help the counselors with the drafting of players’ contracts and issues
related to the clubs’ legal housekeeping. DRC Database will be a solution in order to avoid substantial
legal costs as result of hiring expensive sports lawyers.

Lawyers and law firms and organizations
Individual international sports lawyers as well as law firms and organizations with several sports
lawyers specialized in international sports law will be helped with DRC Database since the database
contains all relevant published decisions of the FIFA DRC with commentaries. In order to prepare a
case in an adequate and secure way before the DRC or CAS the content in DRC Database will be
extremely valuable for these lawyers. It will help you in the search of jurisprudence. All decisions of
FIFA are summarized, analyzed, sorted and – where needed – commented and therefore directly in
house for the professional purpose of your organization.

FIFA licensed players’ agents
DRC Database will help to guide players’ agents in case they have a legal problem related to player’s
contracts, negotiations with clubs or other (legal) issues related to their players. For example, the
DRC decided in more recent decisions that a just cause exists in case the club fails to pay the player
his salary for more than two months. This is valuable information such as the information that it is
important for the agent to be aware that the club in that respect must be put in default in writing in
advance.

National associations
DRC Database can be of relevant use for national associations especially by having the knowledge of
international football law in house. In this way the national associations can provide their members
with relevant information and provide them with the right answers to questions related to
international football law. This knowledge can also be very important for the national associations by
having the information at hand for their own purpose and furthermore providing their clubs, players
and other relevant parties with legal issues related to international football law.

Football related organizations
For organizations working in the field of international football, for example by representing the
collective rights or interests of players, clubs, national organizations or other sorts of members, the
database is useful to provide their members with an adequate package of information. Of course
they can also use the information for their own purpose in several situations. For example in the case
of a legal issue.

Students
Students interested in international football law, and for example following courses within this field,
can make use of DRC Database in order to write their papers or essays related to international
football law in an adequate way. Students can contact the members of DRC Database in order to
discuss the possibilities with regard to deviated prices and for a shorter period of time so they can
still be provided with all relevant information within this field.

